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Garden Plots

The Association provides an area at the rear of the property for Residents who

wish to have a small garden. All assessments against a Unit must be paid in full for a

Resident to be eligible to receive or retain a garden plot. The Board of Directors has determined

that four (4) 10’ x 27’ or 270 square foot plots equaling approximately 1,080 square feet of

gardening space is the maximum gardening space allocated each Unit, provided a plot is

available.

Garden Rules:

Garden Rules
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1. Gardening is limited to fruit, flowers, and vegetables; no trees may be planted.

2. Garden plots are to be cultivated by the resident assigned to the plot or plots and plants

must be contained within the assigned gardener’s plot.

3. Gardeners are responsible for keeping plots neat, clean, and weeded. Bushes, shrubs

and existing trees are to be kept trimmed to allow adequate sunlight in neighboring

gardens, and weeding is essential to prevent the encroachment of weeds on neighboring

gardens. Gardeners whose plots are neglected will receive a warning from the Garden

Chair. Further warnings may result in forfeiture of the plot.

4. Mint, vines, or other plants that spread must be trained, contained, or removed. The

planting of bamboo of any variety is strictly prohibited.

5. Watering is limited to 20 minutes when others are waiting. Hoses or sprinklers must not

be left unattended when in use.

6. Pets are not permitted in the garden.

7. Children must be accompanied and supervised by an adult gardener at all times, and

visitors in the garden must be accompanied by a gardener.

8. Entering garden plots assigned to others or touching other gardeners’ flowers or produce

without express permission is strictly prohibited.

9. Storage of non-garden items in garden plots is prohibited.

10. Gardeners who violate the rules are subject to forfeiture of garden privileges.

-----------------------------------------------------------------



Garden Policies and Procedures

To request a Garden Plot, residents must submit a completed application to the Chair of

the Garden Committee or other designated person via the Condominium Office. Residents who

gardened the previous year will be sent a renewal application form by the Garden Chair (staff

will place the form under unit doors) in February and will be given priority if they choose to

change their plot or locker assignments. All gardeners will be charged an annual plot fee

determined by the Board of Directors.

The Condo Office will review all applications and promptly inform any applicants whose

application is not approved of the reason (usually a balance due on the person’s account). The

office will provide the Garden Chair with copies of all approved applications, along with a list of

all pending (unapproved) applications. The Garden Chair will provide the Condo Office with an

updated list of participants.

New Gardeners

Once the application is approved, new applicants may arrange with the Garden Chair to

select a plot. They then may obtain a key to the garden gate from the Office for a refundable

deposit and pay the annual plot fee charged all gardeners when their application is approved.

Unsecured tools and equipment in and around the garden shed are for the use of all

gardeners. Personal tools may be secured in individual lockers.

Care of Plots

Work on garden plots must be started by May 1st unless exceptional weather conditions

make a later date necessary as determined by the Chair. If a plot is not worked by the start

date, it may be forfeited and returned to the pool of vacant plots. Gardeners at risk of forfeiture

will be notified and given two weeks to respond. The Garden Committee will consider special

circumstances. Plots issued after May 1ST will have a two-week grace period from time of issue.

Gardeners whose plots appear to be neglected or abandoned during the season will

receive a warning and will be asked to contact the Garden Chair through the Condo Office

to discuss the matter. A second warning will be issued in ten (10) days if the gardener ignores

the first and/or continues to neglect the plot. Lack of response to a third warning, issued seven

(7) days after the second, will result in forfeiture of the plot(s).

Unclaimed plots must be covered with tarps or black plastic on Spring Cleanup Day to

prevent undergrowth. Similarly, gardeners who choose not to cultivate a section of their

plots until later in the season must cover that area. Gardeners who give up or forfeit

their plots must clear them of all items (cages, garden tools, etc.) before turning in their

garden keys.

Gardeners with front plots (bordering the sidewalk) must provide access to plots behind

them. Walkways should be at least a foot wide. Similarly, gardeners whose plots are at

a distance from water lines must be permitted to run hoses through the walkways or

borders of neighboring plots, as needed.

Garden Trash

Gardeners should bag their trash, preferably items that are not biodegradable, and place

it in or beside the trash cans at the garden gate for removal. Clippings, leaves, weeds, and other

biodegradable trash should be tossed in the designated landfill area or a compost pile for



recycling, rather than in the trash cans. Any uprooted plants discarded in the trash must have all

the soil removed first. Items such as bushes or branches that can’t be bagged should be tied in

bundles and placed next to the cans. (Black trash bags and cord are available in the garden

shed.)

To keep mosquitoes from breeding, gardeners should guard against standing water

accumulating in containers and trenches. However, rain barrels with a mosquito-proof screen

are allowed.

Garden Tools

Large tools (shovels, rakes, hoes, etc.) are available in the garden shed for use on a

first-come, first-served basis. Tools must be cleaned and returned to the proper place in the

garden shed after each use. Hoses provided for general use must be coiled and returned after

each use.

Gardeners may request assistance in clearing and tilling their plots on Spring Clean-up

Day from the landscape manager, who has motorized equipment, such as rototillers and weed

whackers, to do the job. His services on that day and at the end-of-season cleanup are

available only by special arrangement with the Condo Office. Generally, gardeners are

responsible for working and maintaining their own plots.

A battery-powered weed whacker and safety glasses are available and may be checked

out from the Condominium Office by presenting a current Facilities Pass. Safety glasses must

be worn while using the weed whacker and returned with it. The weed whacker must be

cleaned after each use and stored in the shed. The battery must be returned to the office for

recharging the same day it is checked out, and it is only available for use during Condo Office

hours.

Gardeners who wish to secure their personal tools and other gardening items may apply

for a locker in the garden shed. The Garden Committee Chair assigns lockers, two gardeners

per locker. Changes in locker assignments must be approved by the Garden Chair.

Pesticides and Herbicides

River Towers encourages all gardeners to use environmentally safe products. If a

pesticide must be used, use carefully and according to directions. Removal of invasive plants,

such as poison ivy and bamboo grass, is best left to the landscape manager, who is trained in

the use of herbicides.

Residents who decide not to continue gardening should notify the Garden Committee

Chair by email or by leaving a note in the Condo Office so that their plots can be reassigned.

They are responsible for removing all personal items from their plots and lockers and removing

their lock from the locker door. They must also turn in their garden key to receive a refund of

their deposit.


